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The program displays the
information available in the

IM window of your
Internet_Explorer_Server.

If you are using the
Messenger IM window, you

can see the information
available in the window.

You can also see the YCC
Chat IM window. The

Internet Explorer window
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allows you to enter
messages, turn on the

presence in your
conversation and other

more advanced functions.
You can also export all the
information to a text file.
Features of the YCC IM

View Description: Can be
executed from a command
prompt. Can be executed

from an AutoHotkey script.
Can be executed from the
tray icon. Can be used by
remote computers. Can
display the information

available in a regular
Messenger IM window. Can

display the information
available in the YCC Chat
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IM window. Can display the
information available in the

Messenger_IM window.
You can see how many

sessions you have open in
Messenger_IM. This only
works in a window that is

opened by
Internet_Explorer_Server.

You can see the user
interface of

Internet_Explorer_Server.
You can see the

Internet_Explorer_Server
process. You can see the
Internet_Explorer_Server
channel windows. You can

see the
Internet_Explorer_Server
ports that are opened. You
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can see the
Internet_Explorer_Server
ports that are closed. You

can see the
Internet_Explorer_Server

lists. You can see the
Internet_Explorer_Server
dialog windows. You can

see the
Internet_Explorer_Server

main window. You can see
the

Internet_Explorer_Server
tab windows. You can see

the
Internet_Explorer_Server

favorites window. You can
see the

Internet_Explorer_Server
settings window. You can
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see the
Internet_Explorer_Server
shortcuts. You can see the
Internet_Explorer_Server
macros. You can see the

Internet_Explorer_Server
startup options. Can display
the YCC Chat IM window.
Can display the information

available in the
Messenger_IM window.
You can see how many

sessions you have open in
Messenger_IM. You can see

the user interface of
Messenger_IM. You can see

the
Internet_Explorer_Server
that displays text in the

Messenger IM window. You
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can see the
Internet_Explorer_Server
that displays text in the

YCC Chat IM window. You
can see the

Internet_Explorer_Server
that displays text in

YCC IM View Free Download [Mac/Win]

- Primary function is to
display YCC IM View in

Messenger's window. If this
is disabled, the IM

conversation is displayed in
the Windows Messenger

window. - This key macro
also works as an IM
shortcut key (with

Ctrl+Alt+KeyMacro); when
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you press
Ctrl+Alt+KeyMacro, the

macro displays the YCC IM
View window. INFO: If you

set this key to do
something, be careful to

choose the right command,
that is, if you want to hide

the YCC IM View window,
use the following command:
KeyMacro: YCC IM View

HIDE Prevention tips:
When I installed this key
macro, I was frustrated at

the fact that this key macro
made me take the

"keyboard shortcuts"
settings page on the

keyboard settings window.
Since this key macro is
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designed to display the
YCC IM View window, the
page of shortcut keys that it
adds is the window of the

YCC IM View window, not
the page of shortcut keys

that it displays in the
Messenger IM window. So,
make sure to not add this
shortcut key macro when

you set up shortcut keys, or
it will add a window that
will be displayed in the

Messenger IM window, and
that will mess up the

Messenger IM window.
Prevention tips: I found that
this key macro can be used
to activate a command if

the Messenger IM window
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is set as the IM active
window. So, if you want to
let a user access a website
while you are in another

window, just add this key
macro to the window that
you want to give the user

access. That will allow you
to let the user see the

website in the
Internet_Explorer_Server.

FAQ: When I press
Ctrl+Alt+KeyMacro and

nothing happens, have you
tried restarting Messenger?

When I press
Ctrl+Alt+KeyMacro and
something happens, what
happens? This key macro

runs the command about to
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be displayed in the window
that is showing the YCC IM

View window. When this
window is shown, the

Command text area will be
blank, and the tooltip will
display the command that
should be executed. When
this key macro is pressed

and the command is
executed, the Command
text area will display the

executed command, and the
tooltip will display the
results of the executed

command. New: There was
a problem in v2.0.x about

the possibility of a
command error. In v2.0.0,

1d6a3396d6
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YCC IM View

YCC-IMview is a tool for
internet-explorer-servers:
Its purpose is to display a
window for another user
that is located on another
computer than the own.
This tool is a demonstration
tool. Normally, YCC IM
View would only work if
you have the IE user-agent
enabled on your own pc.
Thus you would have to
login to the other pc and use
the tool as the login-user. It
will not work if you open
your own user agent and
login with the proxy-user.
But if you configure the
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server with the proxy user,
your own user agent and/or
browser will be displayed.
If you are a proxy user (the
target-user) and want to see
the target's IE-client, you
need to put the target's user-
agent into your own
browser. This tool works
only if you have logged in
to the target-user and the
target-user has logged in to
the target-computer. If you
have not logged in to the
target-user, the target-user
will see the login-window of
the target-pc. Usage of
YCC IM View: 1) First put
the IE-client (the target-IE-
client) into your browser
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(e.g. Internet Explorer) and
open it. Then go to the URL
of the tool and make sure
that it loads. The window
should open up. 2) Now
login to the IE-client and
check if the window is
closed or open. 3) Now in
your browser go to the URL
of the target-pc and login.
Check if the window opens.
Installation of YCC IM
View 1) Install the
Internet_Explorer_Server
software. 2) Go to the
YCC_IMview folder and
double click on YCC IM
View.exe. 3) If you want to
use another user agent than
the default use the option
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with the "+" beside the
username. 4) If you want to
use a proxy, you need to use
the option with the "-". The
proxy-user is the username
that you want to proxy into
the other user-agent. 5)
Start the tool. 6) If you want
to use the SSL encryption,
you have to set up a
certificate on the target-
computer. Target-user
Login as the target-user.
Target-PC Put the IE-client

What's New in the?

This module is for
Internet_Explorer_Server. It
is no longer developed.
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Module Description: The
module displays the IM
window that displays text in
the Messenger IM window.
Installation: 1. In the
Data->YCC.dll file, add the
following value. [0x28] =
0x04 2. In the
Data->Imycc.dll file, add
the following value. [0x1D]
= 0x04 3. In the
Data->YCCIMView.dll file,
add the following value.
[0x28] = 0x04 4. In the
Data->YCCIMView.dll file,
add the following value.
[0x1D] = 0x04 Imports:
PIDebug - Imports the
Debugger interface.
DbgHelp - Imports the
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debugging engine. Main
Entry Point:
YCC_GetInstance - Imports
the class to get the instance
of Internet Explorer.
Module Member Variables:
[0x28] : The instance of the
Internet Explorer_Server
which displays text in the
IM window. Private
Constants: [0x1D] : ID of
Internet Explorer_Server
instance. Public Functions:
Public Function
OpenIMWindow(ByVal
lstr_Caption As String) As
Boolean Dim nRet As Long
Dim nMsgCount As Integer
Dim lstr_Messages As
String Dim lstr_Url As
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String ' Declare variables.
Set nRet = OpenApplicatio
n(lstr_Caption, nMsgCount,
lstr_Messages, lstr_Url)
OpenIMWindow = nRet
End Function Public
Function
GetIMWindow(ByVal
lstr_Caption As String) As
Boolean Dim nRet As Long
Dim lstr_Messages As
String Dim lstr_Url As
String Dim
lstr_Messages_AsString As
String ' Declare variables.
Set nRet = GetApplication(l
str_Caption,
lstr_Messages_AsString,
lstr_Url) GetIMWindow =
nRet End Function ' Main
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Entry Point Public Function
Main() As Long ' Declare
variables. Dim nRet As
Long Dim lstr_Url As
String Dim
nHTMLWindow As Long '
Declare the URL of the IM
window. lstr_Url = "" '
Open the window.
nHTMLWindow =
OpenIMWindow("YCC IM
View") ' Indicate to the
debugger.
Debug_SetBreakpoint
nHTMLWindow,
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System Requirements For YCC IM View:

• Operating System:
Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10, or
higher. 64-bit processor and
2GB or more of memory
are recommended. •
DirectX 9.0c compatible
graphics hardware,
including the latest NVIDIA
and AMD graphics drivers.
• Internet Explorer 9 or
higher, Firefox 19 or
higher, Chrome or Safari. •
Microsoft Silverlight 9.0 or
higher and Adobe Flash
Player 10.3 or higher. •
16-bit (4-channel) audio
input device. • Sound card
and
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